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Foreword

by Alasdair Stuart

Focus is something both protagonists and writers chase. For a hero or 
heroine, it’s the door to that dare-to-be-great moment that defines you. You blow 
up the Death Star, you get Jack Nicholson to yell ‘YOU CAN’T HANDLE THE 
TRUTH!’; that kind of thing.

Writers have it a little different and, I’d argue, much harder. For a writer, 
focus can mean three impossible things before breakfast. First, build your world. 
Second, build your plot. Third, build your characters. Oh and make them all 
watertight and coherent.

And familiar.
And unique.
And relatable.
And idealized.

Then there’s the issue of escapism versus pragmatism, where you 
compromise for an audience, a sale, or the needs of the story. And on top of all 
that? There’s the moment you finish, hit Send, and resign yourself to weeks and 
weeks of anxiety waiting for news that chances are won’t be what you want.

Focus. The only thing that gets you through the process and if you lose it just 
once, your chances of failing exponentially increase.

Every protagonist needs help. Every writer needs support. That’s where Scott 
Roche comes in.

Scott’s concept was simple and brilliant: cowboy samurai. The two groups 
have plenty in common. Both rely on focus, both have a strict code of honor 
and both are, like authors, both solitary and adaptable. The lone marshal of a 
lawless western town could be parachuted into a Japanese province pre-gunboat 
diplomacy and find his way around pretty well. Likewise, drop any samurai into 
the middle of the Wild West and they’ll figure out the black hat/white hat divide 
in short order.

So Scott drew the map and Nuchtchas drew the cover. A man in a robe, 
serene, precise, the gun in his hands dividing his form. Ready to commit 
violence or compassion, whichever the situation demands. Following the Way.

Focused.

That by itself would have sold me, but Scott isn’t the sort of guy to go for half 
measures. “The Way of the Gun” plays with steampunk as well and brings the 



same intensity and focus to that as it does to its unique lead characters. There’s 
no “gosh look at the brass robots!” nonsense with steampunk here. Everything 
you’ll read about is as functional and well used as the swords and guns of the 
Way. This is a world where something earns a living or gets discarded; a world 
built entirely around focus and on three pillars: the cowboy, the samurai, and 
the future.

That brings us neatly to the writers involved.  Jake Bible will one day rule us 
all. His focus so pure and absolute he was able to write an entire novel in 
drabbles.

An entire NOVEL.

Justin Macumber’s military science fiction novel “Haywire” is one of a wave 
of books reinvigorating that genre whilst Zach Ricks is no stranger to the Weird 
Western through his own novels and no stranger to focus thanks to his work as 
editor of Flagship magazine. Doc Coleman (how could Scott not feature a man 
called Doc in a book like this?) is also an old hand in the field thanks to his 
work on the steampunk series Crackle and Bang whilst Jared Axelrod will 
assuredly one day challenge Emperor Bible for control of this world. Jared is a 
writer, artist, costume designer, journalist, and tireless doer of both things and 
stuff. His graphic novel “Fables of the Flying City” is another modern steampunk 
classic whilst his new book “The Cockroach Strikes” does something truly 
unique with the idea of the supervillain. Finally, there’s Scott himself, riding herd 
on us all and still finding time to write a story himself.

Each one of these authors is exceptional, but under Scott’s editorial guidance 
they’ve become extraordinary. Everything about this book, from cover to cover, 
is the result of focus, of following the Way. These creators have refused to let 
anything get in their way, refused to take their eyes off their target. Each one has 
drawn, whether sword, gun, or keyboard, with utter confidence and focus.

One story, one life, to paraphrase Kyudo.  That’s all these authors need.



The Harlequin

by Zachary Ricks

The figure in the white fox-mask stared down at the body leaking its vital 
fluids into the dust. Not for the first time, she wished her brethren would let her 
modify the mask in such a way that she could spit. Harlequin, she thought, 
who's laughing now? Certainly not the rest of the townsfolk, seeing the body of 
their Martial gunned down in the middle of town. A damned mess, and no 
mistake.

She rolled the body over, uncovering the spreading red stain just above the 
man's heart and hole in his head. Bringing the good word of the law was a 
bloody business at the best of times for any man who wore a silver star. But for 
the three Masked Rangers -- the Rangers' Rangers, it was a never-ending river of 
blood.

Especially for her. She'd seen the numbers the last time she was in St. Louis. 
No other Ranger had won half as many duels as she had. No other Ranger had 
as many confirmed kills. And everyone knew it -- which only made it worse. 
Sure, it was a way to weed out the slow and the stupid and the occasional 
maniac, but there were times when it seemed a real waste.

She reached down to the man's waist, unbuckling the belt that hung loose 
around his hips. At least this one had done it properly, calling her out with a 
formal challenge instead of trying to shoot her in the back. She pulled the belt 
out from under the body and tossed it to the side. Then she pulled the silver star 
off the dead man's chest. Hunkered down on her heels, she whispered to her 
dead brother Martial, "You've paid your price, brother. From this mortal coil, 
may your heart be pure, may your way be straight, may your eye be clear, and 
may your aim be true." She reached up and gently closed the man's eyes.

She stood and stepped over to the dead Martial's gun, lying in the dust where 
it had fallen from his already-dead grip. She picked it up and turned it over in 
the bright daylight. The Colt Peacemaker shone almost as bright as the silver star 
she'd collected. She nodded at that. A good weapon -- true of aim and reliable 
in all kinds of conditions. The dead man had obviously taken good care of it, 
even if he had been a wolf in the sheep's fold. The Harlequin shook her head. 
Poor sap hadn't even gotten off a shot.

That was the thing about corruption. It always slowed you down. Guilt was a 
heavy burden, and a man -- especially one who followed the Way -- knew when 
he deserved to be struck down. Guilt weighed on a man's conscience. And his 
gun hand.

The Harlequin collected the belt and gun, which went over her shoulder. The 
star went into her vest pocket. She turned then, taking in the populace from 
behind her mask's soulless gaze. "Justice..." she said. Her low voice was pitched 
to carry and just muffled enough through the mask to preserve certain illusions. 
"Righteousness... honor... is a difficult business. And never more difficult than 
when it must be meted out against one of our own." She began sorting through 



the crowd in her mind. There, a bright-eyed countenance, here a clear-faced 
youth. None of them seemed right. "But in the end, it is those principles that we 
who wear the star must serve. It is our Way..."

One face suddenly caught her attention. She blinked, though none could see 
it behind the dark lenses of her mask. A clean-limbed youth, barely out of his... 
no, her teens. The Harlequin continued her turn, not hesitating or giving any 
indication that she'd gotten a flash of inspiration. But it was clear that there was 
at least one potential follower here in the town, though the call may not have 
come just yet. "... and in pursuing that Way, we place our lives and our souls in 
jeopardy." She shook her head. "You need a Martial in this town. And until one is 
sent, or until one is chosen from among you, that Martial will be me." She 
tapped her chest. "Do I hear any who object to my stewardship here?"

She turned in place. There were a couple of men whose expressions were 
sour. Probably this Ranger's friends. Or accomplices. She squared up with them, 
letting her hands hang down beside her narrow hips, where her own pistol rode 
- slung low at her side. "Do you object to my stewardship over this town?" she 
asked.

There were three of them -- unshaven and dirty. None of them stared at the 
Ranger's corpse in anything approaching horror. If anything, they had the look of 
men who did not mind violence done to others, and lived with the threat of it 
being done to themselves. The crowd around them stepped back, leaving the 
three of them exposed to the Harlequin's blank mask-stare. The one in front was 
pale and blond under the grime, with a thin almost-mustache clawing for 
purchase on his upper lip. His eye twitched once, and then he broke into a 
sickly grin. "No, sir. No objections here at all." The young man reached up and 
touched the brim of his hat, as did the two behind him -- swarthy, thick men 
with unshaven chins and full mustaches. Those two could have been brothers. 
The Harlequin watched them for a moment, marking them. Any combat, any 
conflict, was first and foremost a form of relationship with the opponent. And 
the more you understood that relationship -- the better you were able to see your 
opponent -- the better your chances were of resolving the conflict in your favor. 
Respect. It was all part of the Way.

The Harlequin nodded at them, not taking her eyes off them for a long, 
drawn out moment, then she deliberately turned her back on them. Her posture 
was casual, almost languid, but her ears strained for the sound of metal 
whispering across leather.…
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The Gun With the Glass Chamber

By Jared Axelrod

A white hat takes flight
While a snake of steam and steel
Crashes to the dust

Do-Won did not feel comfortable in her white hat. The felt was stiff, new. It 
hugged the sides of her head tightly, yet was too long in the front and back. Do-
Won's master had told her that it would form to her head as the sweat of her 
brow broke down the pure white material. All Do-Won had to do was walk long 
enough in the desert, and the hat would fit as if it were made for her.

In fact, the damn thing flew off the moment the train crashed.
Do-Won was not supposed to be traveling by train. It was the martials' way 

to Walk the Waste, the emphasis being on the word “walk.” But Do-Won was 
tired, and the train was coming into the station and a kind soul had seen Do-
Won's white hat, and, in honor of a martial who had done her a good turn years 
ago had given Do-Won money enough for the ticket and maybe a rice ball while 
she was on the train, and what did it matter, anyway, she was traveling through 
the wastes, wasn’t she, and wasn’t that the spirit of the order if not the letter? It 
was just through East of the Pass, on her way to the Middle Kingdom. Do-Won 
was very confident in the rightness of her decision.

Up until the train derailed.
The train twisted off the track and sprawled out like a lazy cat in the sand. 

The momentum of the back cars crushed up against the front, causing the entire 
train to turn on its side, sending all of the occupants tumbling out of their seats.

The first thing Do-Won did was check her holster to make sure her gun was 
still in one piece. Do-Won squinted at her gun in the light slanting through the 
windows that were now right above her, inspecting the chamber for any possible 
crack. The glass was intact, its single bullet undisturbed. Do-Won breathed a 
sigh of relief and slid the pistol back into her holster.

All around Do-Won was chaos. Everyone was trying to leave the train in the 
quickest way possible, trampling each other on their way out. Do-Won couldn’t 
make sense of it. She was trying to figure out the easiest way to leave herself 
when she felt a tug on her robe.

“Martial?” a small voice behind Do-Won said. “Is this your hat?”
Do-Won turned to see a young girl holding the white hat with two chubby 

hands. Do-Won took the hat from her and patted her on the head, right between 
her black pigtails.

“Yes. It is. Thank you for returning it to me.” Do-Won stood tall as she placed 
the white hat on her head and adjusted the brim. There was work to be done 
here. Martial’s work.

And Do-Won was a martial.
Do-Won closed her eyes and took a breath. When she opened them again, 

they were the eyes of a martial, and she took in the overturned train with a 



martial’s calm. The remaining occupants of the train car were scattered about. 
They stumbled to their feet and rubbed sore shoulders. A woman who looked 
like a shopkeeper and her family seemed uninjured, just rattled. An old monk in 
the back readjusted her robes as if the crash had been nothing more than a 
heavy wind. A clearly wealthy merchant had a torn coat, but was checking over 
the luggage with such speed that she couldn’t have been seriously harmed. A 
long-legged woman in goggles and leather who had been asleep at the 
beginning of the journey had found herself a comfortable spot and resumed her 
nap. A baby wailed, but the father quickly silenced it with a mouthful of milk. 
Do-Won climbed over the upturned seats, moving from one side of the car to 
the other. Her fellow travelers seemed self-possessed and capable. There seemed 
to be little need for a martial.

“Martial?” a faint voice called out. It seemed to be off to Do-Won’s right, 
coming from underneath a pile of fallen carpets. Do-Won wasted no time 
tossing the heavy material aside, revealing a plump, ancient woman. Her clothes 
carried the shabbiness indicative of old favorites, but her ornate earrings spoke 
to how easily she could have replaced the clothes if she wanted to. There was 
blood in her white hair.

“I saw your hat,” the old woman said. “The white hat, above everything else. 
It was all I could see. I’ve never seen a martial on a train before.”

“We don’t usually ride them.”
“I am glad you rode this one.” The old woman started to get up, but it was 

clear that the action was more than her legs could handle.
Do-Won caught her, glad that all those years hauling water up the stairs at 

the temple had made her arms like steel. “Allow me to assist you, grandmother. 
My name is Do-Won.”

“A boy’s name.”
“Yes. How did you know?”
“I, too, have my roots in the Land of the Morning Calm. It’s been a long time 

since I’ve seen any shade of my kin, much less a martial with a boy’s name.”
“My mother wished for a son above all things.”
“She got a martial instead.”
“Her daughter became a martial, yes. But she never got to see it. How are 

your legs?”
“They have never been good. I’ve spent most of my life sitting, I don’t mind 

telling you. I’ve been very fortunate in that way.”
“There is nothing wrong with good fortune,” Do-Won said.
“And I am grateful for it, just as I am grateful for you, martial. My life, it has 

been charmed.” The old woman patted her pocket, apparently searching for 
something. She looked back to where she had fallen, and breathed a sigh of 
relief. “Ah. Do-Won? Could you get my wallet for me? It dropped when I fell.”

“Certainly, grandmother.” Do-Won made sure the old woman was sturdy 
leaning against the overturned seat and went for the wallet. It was a large thing, 
a leather bundle ornately carved and shellacked to resemble a tortoise shell. It 
carried the weight of wealth, filled to bursting with papers and bills. Do-Won 
handed it back to the old woman. “A lot of money in that, grandmother.”



“It’s not the money that’s important, it’s—” Abrupt sounds of gunfire outside 
the train drowned out the old woman's words.

The staccato rat-a-tat-tat might as well have shouted to Do-Won that the gun 
was a Thompson, and the oily-sweet stench of the gunpowder unmistakably 
belonged to the Taiyuan Arsenal. Middle Kingdom soldiers? Unlikely. The bursts 
of fire were random, wild. These were not soldiers. These were bandits.

The thunder of automatic gunfire had scattered what remained of the train 
car’s passengers. Only Do-Won and the old woman remained. It was clear that 
even with Do-Won’s help, the old woman would not be able to leave in a hurry. 
Certainly not fast enough to outrun a bullet from a Thompson submachine gun.

“Stay low, grandmother,” Do-Won said. She flipped back her robe, revealing 
the gun with the glass chamber, snug in its holster. With only its handle showing, 
the gun looked like any other pistol….
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The Dragon and the Sparrow

By Justin Macumber

Heat and pressure. Isaac Ritter raised his hammer, smoke wafting from its flat, 
metal head. Heat could burn a town to ash and pressure could wear even the 
tallest mountain down. But when heat and pressure were brought together, they 
could create wondrous, powerful things. Isaac's hammer fell and sparks leaped 
into the air in a molten spray. If only they could repair his broken soul.

Sweat beaded across Isaac's forehead in thick drops. The heat of the forge 
stung his eyes, but he didn't flinch or slow his movements. He would suffer 
whatever torments he had to without regret or comment. The chains of so many 
dead rattled because of him, and until his ledger was clear he remained where 
he was, a slave to both fire and regret.

He brought the hammer down. Ring! Glowing hot metal flattened under the 
impact. Ring! He flipped the length of nickel and steel over, then struck again. 
Ring! Into the fire the nascent blade went and back out it came, hotter than ever. 
Ring! His muscles trembled and his bones ached, but Isaac didn’t stop, nor 
would he until his sins were forgiven and Yeshua blessed him back among the 
clockwork of the universe.

The faintest hint of a cool breeze brushed the back of Isaac’s neck, raising 
gooseflesh and stirring the small hairs. With it came the scent of desert willow 
and horse sweat. Isaac’s eyes flicked to the walls of the blacksmith shop. Hellish 
light cavorted across the wood slats from the glow of the forge. He strained his 
ears, listening for anything other than his own heart pounding in his chest. For 
several long seconds he stood as a statue, observing every sound and flicker of 
light, but nothing else out of the ordinary presented itself. Deciding he was 
jumping at shadows, he reached for the glowing length of metal with his gloved 
left hand.

Suddenly the familiar sound of steel sliding against steel rang behind him.
The air where his head had been half a second before whistled as a sword 

sliced through it in a silvery flash. He shifted his forging hammer to his left hand 
and grabbed the fledgling sword from the anvil with his right, then swung the 
glowing hot blade in a wide arc as he turned to face his attacker. The 
shimmering trail of his swing faded from his eyes, then he could discern a 
slender figure dressed in a long, dark-brown duster and boots. Long hair fell 
from beneath a Stetson hat, but the murky light of his shop hid all the finer 
details.

“This is gonna end badly for you.” Isaac pointed the blunt end of his sword at 
the interloper. What it lacked in keenness it made up for in heft and heat. “Run 
away before—”

The figure across from him let out a distinctly feminine “Hai!” and then 
lunged forward. Her sword chopped downward so quickly it looked like a silk 
fan opening to cool the shop. Isaac stepped back, his thighs bumping against his 
anvil. The attacker drew back her sword and raised it in a two-handed grip to 
hang in a guard stance over the brim of her hat. The wavy, sharpened edge 



glinted in the light, and he could just make out oddly familiar antler-shaped 
engravings on the hand guard when the woman switched her stance and lunged 
forward again.

The blade swept the air in a shimmering S pattern. Isaac didn’t fall for the 
flashing motion, instead waiting for where his attacker would strike once the 
motion was complete. The woman’s blade barely finished before she tilted the 
tip of it up and shot forward. Isaac dodged to the left, just missing having his 
moustache, not to mention his brain, cleaved up the middle.

Isaac knew he couldn’t beat the woman with speed, so he turned to what he 
could beat her with – strength. His glowing-hot sword streaked like a comet as 
he lifted the length of metal and brought it down in a vicious chop. The woman 
brought her sword up to deflect the blow, but it was too late. The blunt 
instrument struck her blade with a resounding clang that sent her stumbling to 
her knees. Sparks burst like fireworks across the shop.

Pressing his advantage, Isaac twirled his wrist, sending the radiant blade into 
a shallow sunset arc before he spun in a circle that turned him into a glowing 
gyroscope. The woman dodged the first swing, then tried to sweep in before his 
second spin could finish, but she had to dive to the floor before Isaac took her 
head off. She scuttled backward as he looped his sword around his wrist and 
chopped down at her, but then she had to scuttle even further when he stepped 
forward, pressing his advantage.

Isaac was surprised when she ran for the door. She was a formidable 
swordswoman, and the battle was barely engaged. His surprise didn’t stop him 
from chasing after her, though. Her hand grabbed the knob and twisted it, but 
only a thin sliver of sunlight cracked through the gloom of the shop before he 
threw his hammer at the door. Wood smashed against wood as the portal 
slammed closed.

The woman looked at the door, looked back at him, then brought her sword 
up as she stepped toward him. Isaac tightened his grip on the unbalanced metal 
in his hands and pulled his arms back for a slashing side strike. But before he 
could swing, she turned back to the door, ran at it, jumped, and then sprinted up 
the length of wood. He barely understood what she was doing before she went 
sailing over his head, her duster fluttering like the wings of a hawk behind her. 
Knowing he couldn’t stop and turn in time, he let his speed carry him to the 
door. He hit it with his shoulder hard enough to rattle the hinges.

Isaac's old instincts kicked into motion as he ducked, narrowly missing the 
woman’s blade as it sank into wood six inches above his skull….
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The Hard Way

By Scott Roche

Abby scanned the upper room with hardened brown eyes. When they 
alighted on Barnabas they narrowed. She closed the distance and stood over 
him. “You have work to do, ranger.”

“Good morning to you too, sister.” He sipped at the tea.
“Nearly good afternoon.” She pointed out the bar’s window. “Bobby Joe is in 

trouble.”
Barnabas groaned under his breath. “I regret the day I ever took that boy on. 

What’s he done now?” He had trained Bobby Joe Morales in the Way only after 
he'd put up with two years of begging. Finally, the old man had relented after 
realizing the boy might go on ahead and teach himself. That way lay certain 
death.

“There are bandits in town. I think he may be asking them to move on.”
Barnabas stood. Law enforcement wasn’t the responsibility of a ranger or his 

acolyte. In a pinch they did have some of the powers possessed by the Martial 
Order but not all. Once the training was done, a new martial was created 
provided they passed the tests. The new martial was what passed for the law in 
these distant settlements. Bobby Joe hadn’t gotten that far and might not if what 
Abby said was true.

He looked out the bar’s window to the dusty street below. What he saw made 
him swear under his breath. The fool kid was going to mess with the wrong 
people one day and get his head shot clean off. Today wouldn’t be the day, not if 
he had anything to say about it. His fingers checked to ensure all of the elements 
were present.

The hardware was all old so he still carried percussion caps, loose powder, 
and lead balls. While he didn’t hold with the belief that the new cartridges and 
double-action revolvers were sacrilege there was something to be said for the 
old ways. Loading the guns’ cylinders was meditative and allowed him to recite 
the prayer.

As he prayed, he moved toward the steps. “The Gun is my protector, I shall 
not fear.” He drew one pistol with his right hand and moved the hammer to half 
cock. With his left hand he pulled the lever that opened the pistol’s cylinder. He 
slipped a prepared cylinder from its harness near his left holster. Each of the 
cylinder’s six tubes held powder, wadding, a lead ball, and was topped with 
grease to keep water out. The back end was tipped with six percussion caps.

He took the next step. “It makes the crooked path straight and levels the 
field.” He slipped the cylinder into the revolver’s left side and snapped the 
loading lever back into place. With practiced care he eased the hammer down 
over a loaded cylinder. Too much of a jolt and the gun would go off.

“It rights wrongs and commands respect. Yea, though I walk through the 
valley of darkness I will not quaver.” The right gun ready, he moved to the left. 
Hands and arms remembered movements repeated thousands of times. Mirrored 
movements ensured it too was loaded and ready.



“Its metal and its fire will save me. I shall not use the Gun to wrong others 
and will protect and avenge those wronged. Surely justice and respect will 
follow us so long as we keep to these. And may I dwell not as the cowards do. 
Amen.” By the time he stepped to the ground floor both guns were loaded and 
ready to be fired.

He settled his weathered hands on the ivory butts of the two six shooters and 
moved through the batwing doors. His broad-brimmed hat, as much a part of his 
uniform as the rust-colored serape, kept the sun out of his eyes. Down the 
windblown street he could see Bobby Joe step into the Circle as a gathering 
crowd looked on. He was actually going to call someone out.

A barely used double action hung heavy from the ginger-haired lad’s belt. 
The new leather and shiny metal cartridge casings shone in the sun. His jaw was 
set and Barnabas could see his lips moving even from here. Barnabas was old, 
but his eyesight was the envy of eagles.

Unfortunately, Bobby Joe was something of a zealot. There was a place for 
that, certainly. But zeal needed to be tempered with good sense and there was a 
shortage of both in these parts. The zeal bore skill, without question. Bobby was 
fast; damn fast. His hands danced and his aim was as true as any acolyte could 
ask for. His brain soaked up all the knowledge of the workings of the Gun and 
all of the traditions. There was talk he would be going out further into the Wild 
next year. Most of the talk came from Bobby Joe.

Now the Wild had come to them in the form of the Cowboys and the 
Oklahombres. The two groups controlled most of the territory for a month’s ride 
in any given direction. They were here for a parley, to see if combining their 
resources could expand their power base. A treaty between the two gangs would 
be bad news indeed and no one official would stop them. The martials in these 
parts were every bit as corrupt as Bobby Joe believed. Despite the lavish rewards 
offered on the gang leaders, the officers had done and would do nothing about 
it.

As a ranger, it was Barnabas’ job to travel abroad to find and train new 
recruits and feed the machine the Martial Order had become. He was good at it. 
As a result, Barnabas felt no small amount of shame at the state of the Martials. 
But he needed to leave all of that guilt behind. Arkansas Tom and John Ringo 
broke off from their respective groups and began the slow amble toward the 
Circle and that was Bobby Joe’s death warrant. Either man by himself was 
enough, but the two together represented a challenge only the most talented and 
experienced could face….
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Geared for Evil

By Jake Bible

Martial Elkins leaped out of the way of the offal being tossed about the grassy 
meadow. “Watch what you’re doin’, Milo!” he exclaimed. “You’re gonna splatter 
the kid!”

“What is it, Martial?” I asked.
“Don’t know, Lane,” Martial Elkins replied. “Ain’t never seen it's like before.”
“Oni,” Milo said. He pulled his arms out of the creature’s belly. Blood and 

filth stained his skin up to his elbows and he spent a minute shaking the gore 
from his hands then wiping them on his already stained vest. “Oriental demon.” 
He kicked a pile of guts with his toe, revealing what remained of a human hand 
clutching a pocket watch. “This one just fed.”

“Like from China?” I asked. “How’d it get here? To the Oregon Territory?”
“Nippon,” Milo replied, nudging the creature’s corpse with his boot. “It’s Jap. 

And could have come over on any one of those traders’ ships that steam up the 
Columbia.”

“Damn,” Martial Elkins swore. “If there’s one, there’s more. We’re gonna have 
to go hunting. Flush out the catacombs.”

“But I thought the mayor said he didn’t want us down there any more,” I said. 
“Didn’t Judge Hobart say that the catacombs, and Portland in general, are off 
limits? Leave that to the city to handle?”

“The judge did say that.” Martial Elkins nodded. “But who’s gonna tell him?”
Martial Elkins and Deputy Martial Milo both gave me a hard look. It was the 

“keep your mouth shut and we’ll be all right” look. I squirmed. My mother had 
taught me not to lie or deceive in any way. It was one reason I was training as a 
Deputy Martial myself. The Way was the most honest life a man of Good could 
lead.

“I don’t know…,” I started to say.
Milo rolled his eyes and shook his head. “Kid, you have to understand that 

the Way ain’t black or white. Sometimes it’s blood red. When it’s that color then 
we have to make hard choices. Judges are the law, but they’re also sitting pretty. 
We’re out in the shit, kid. And when you’re in the shit you get dirty.”

Martial Elkins nodded. “Well said, Milo.” He gripped my shoulder, firmly 
turned me, then walked us away from the demon corpse. “Now Deputy Martial 
Tanner, why are you here?”

“I’m sorry?” I asked.
“Why are you here, Lane? Are you here to fight the Evil that threatens to wash 

over us at all times? Or are you here to only follow the Law? Even if it means 
innocents can die?”

“Well, I don’t want no one to die…”, I replied.
“Of course you don’t,” Martial Elkins said, looking back at Milo. “None of us 

do. Not even Judge Hobart. But the judge only sees the big picture. That means 
he misses the details. Our job is to catch and kill those details, if need be.”

“So we’re just helping the judge?” I asked, still not feeling right about it.



“Exactly.” Martial Elkins smiled as he clapped me on the back. “And those 
details are more than likely in the catacombs.”

“We’re just going to go have a look, kid,” Milo said. “If there’s nothing down 
there then there’s nothing to worry about. If we do find something, though…”

“We take care of it,” Martial Elkins finished. “That’s the Way.”
I thought about it for a minute or so and I could tell the martial and Milo 

were getting impatient, but I couldn’t just push the conflict in me away.
“Kid?” Milo pushed. “We ain’t got much time. Oni breed like rats. We gotta 

go now.”
I looked at Martial Elkins. “You promise we ain’t going against the Way?”
“I promise,” Martial Elkins replied immediately. “On my soul, Lane.”
I nodded to him and started to walk to my horse, but something in my gut 

stopped me. I turned around and looked over at Milo. His face was pale white 
and the corners of his mouth kept twitching up and down.

“You all right, Milo?” I asked, backing toward my horse, my hand going for 
the saddle. My palm found the custom stock of my father's rifle and I slowly 
pulled it from its sheath. “You don’t look so good?”

Milo looked down at his gore- and blood-stained hands. “Feeling kinda 
itchy,” he muttered as he flexed his fingers. “Kinda itchy all over.”

“Maybe you should take a rest before we get going,” Martial Elkins said, his 
hand going to the long blade at his side. He loosened it in its sheath with a 
practiced flick of his thumb. The sound seemed to echo across the meadow and 
Milo’s eyes narrowed, focusing on the martial.

“Whatcha do that for, Martial?” Milo asked. His eyes darted around the 
meadow, barely focusing on anything. “You think there’s danger?”

“I don’t know, Milo,” the martial replied. “Is there?”
I took a couple of steps toward the deputy and slowly raised my rifle to my 

shoulder. Milo didn’t like that and he bared his teeth. Actually bared his teeth 
like a wolf or a rabid dog.

“Whatcha gonna do there, kid?” Milo hissed at me. “You ain’t man enough to 
use that rifle.”

The rifle, a heavily modified Henry repeater, was given to me by my mother 
when I told her I was joining the Way. It had belonged to my dead father, who 
was the Oregon Territory martial before Martial Elkins. There was no other like it 
in the world. It was one of the first repeating rifles made by Benjamin Tyler 
Henry, who gave it to Father as a gift when he saved Mr. Henry from a nasty 
encounter with a succubus during a Way meeting out east.

Pretty much all rifles had wood stocks, but mine didn’t. Featuring a hand-
forged stock made from Tamahagane steel, the rifle was both a firearm and battle 
axe. The stock was shaped perfectly so that the curve of the blade fit just under 
my armpit, letting the steel butt of the rifle rest against my shoulder just like a 
normal rifle. I kept that blade edge so sharp that my sheath had to be reinforced 
with tin and heavy leather or the jostling from riding would let the rifle slice 
right through.

“Hey now, Milo,” Martial Elkins said, his voice even and calm. “No need to 
get personal.” …
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The Shining Cog

by Doc Coleman

"It has been said, 'God does not play dice.' People have interpreted that in 
many different ways. Some believe it is an injunction against gambling in all its 
forms. Others feel it is an indication that our lives are predestined, that all of our 
actions were set in motion by the Great Clockworker before the world was 
wound, and we can do none else but what we were shaped for.

"But brothers and sisters, I do not believe either of these is correct. God does 
not play dice because the Clockworker would not use such an ungoverned 
system. Before the Great Wheels were set in motion, he knew that eventually 
those wheels must go wrong. And where they have gone wrong, some hand 
must realign them, reset their timing, and send them into motion again.

"As Cogs in His Great Machine, this is our purpose, my people! We have 
been built with the power to see glimpses of the great working, and with this 
divine insight, we can do our best to push the Great Wheels of fate to mesh 
properly. This is our calling! Not to tick and turn idly along our span of 
serviceable lifetime, but to seek out what has gone wrong in the world and set it 
aright. We must repair the great work, so that the Great Wheels continue to roll 
toward His purpose. This is what it means to truly be a Cog!"

- Mechanic Armand Tinwicket, Speeches from the Great Nevada Wind-up.

Mr. Fong brought the stranger another pot of tea.
The grizzled old man had ridden into town two days ago. He'd rented a 

room in Miss Abigail's boarding house, then sought out Mr. Fong's cafe. Other 
than sleeping and the other usual personal maintenance activities, for the past 
two days the stranger had sat at a table in front of the cafe and drunk pot after 
pot of Mr. Fong's tea.

Alexander Copperspring and Horatio Hammersmith eyed the stranger from 
the saloon across the street.

"Lex, I'm worried," the old carpenter said. He sipped whiskey from his glass 
and looked through the dingy windows of the saloon.

"I know, Horatio. I'm worried, too," Alex replied. This wasn't the first stranger 
to come through town, but this one made Alex uneasy. Most of them just stayed 
for a night and moved on the next day. Some would spend an extra day to 
restock their supplies before moving on again. Not this one. This stranger just sat 
at Mr. Fong's and drank tea. But that wasn't what really worried Alex.

"I can't shake the feeling that this stranger means trouble, Horatio." Alex's 
eyes kept being drawn back to the pistol strapped to the stranger's leg.

The old man nodded and sipped his whiskey again. "I know what you mean, 
'Lex. It's that gun. You never know what kind of man carries a gun."

"He's not a hunter. They carry rifles."
"A rifle can shoot you just as dead!"
"Maybe, but rifles are designed to take down a whole different kind of 

quarry." Alex shook his head. "No, a man who carries a pistol pretty much 



means to use it against one thing: men.
"Of course, some say that carrying a pistol out on the frontier is just a wise 

move. You never know when you're going to be surprised by wild animals. Or 
wild Indians."

"Ain't them savages just another kind of animal?"
Alex frowned at his friend. "Some folks take with that position, Horatio, but I 

never expected you to be one of them. Wild men are men just the same. No 
matter how strange their customs are. All were shaped by the Clockworker and 
set in motion by his hand."

"Well, that may be. It may be. I ain't never met one, and I ain't hoping to 
change that any time soon.

Alex turned back to the window and considered the stranger across the 
street. "From all I've heard tell, a man carries a pistol, he's either in trouble, 
looking for trouble, or he's a Wayist."

"That ain't a bad thing, is it?" Horatio asked.
"It depends. The Wayists are the best and the worst of the lot.
"A man who's in trouble, he may be jumpy. Always afraid that he's been 

found out. He'll generally keep his head down and try not to bring on any more 
trouble than he already has.

"A man who is looking for trouble, he's safe enough as long as he's 
entertained. It is only when he's bored that he gets dangerous."

Neither of these sounded to Alex like the weather-worn man who sat 
drinking tea at Mr. Fong's.

"I think that this fellow is a follower of the Way of the Gun, and that makes 
him much more dangerous. The best of the Wayists brought law and order to the 
frontier, protected the innocent, and never drew their guns while there was an 
alternative. There are less and less of those these days, Horatio. You're more 
likely to run into the corrupt sort: the ones that use their skills and their power to 
lord it over honest, hard-working folk. Ones who take money to twist the law 
back upon itself until it breaks clean apart. Either kind is deadly as a snake and 
twice as fast."

Alex looked at the man across the street and wished that he could tell which 
kind this man was….
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